
Conclusion
 » Youth face extreme difficulties in exercising political agency
 » Some of them get into influencial positions
 » Need to get more space to participate in politics in order to    

     become agents for political transition

Data collection      
   
In depth semi-structured interviews, descriptive surveys, focus 
group discussions and participant observations with current 
students of Exitus, alumni, trainers, staff and civil society 
members outside Exitus

Preliminary findings
Exitus

 » Non profit organisation established in 2006
 » First organisation teaching about ‘political science’
 » Founders have close links with military-dominated government
 » Try to create empathy for government

Youth motivations
 » Passion, politically active relatives and unemployment
 » Myanmar Exitus does motivate in participating in politics

Youth Perceptions
Youth view the political situation as complex, but are eager to participate. In-
fluence on perception by Myanmar Exitus varies, depending on previous know-
ledge, environment and age.

Youth Strategies
            1. ‘Brainwashed’ by Exitus --> don’t critique the government. 
         
            2. Disagree with Exitus --> involved in political activism. 
        
            3. Disagree with Exitus ---> feel it’s needed to collaborate with the 
          government to create sustainable transitions. Mediating between  
          the government and political activists. 
          

Theoretical framework
Social Justice, Critical Cultural Political Economy 

of Education (CCPEE) & Strategic Relational Approach (SRA)  

          Conceptual framework

               Research question

    How does the ‘political science training’ of Myanmar Exitus influence political agency of 
youth, in order to become agents for or against political transition in Yangon, Myanmar?

Context    
 » Myanmar: Multi-ethnic and multi-religious country --> one of the longest ongoing civil wars
 » 1962-2011: Military dictatorship
 » 2011: ‘Civilian’ government promising democratic reforms  
 » 2015: First ‘free and fair elections’

Why this research?    
• 1.2 billion young people --> their positive contribution in Conflict Affected Contexts remains unaddressed
•  How education might (not) support broader peacebuilding goals needs evidence

‘Teaching how to learn 
or teaching what to think?’
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